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1) Simon travelled a distance of 608 miles from Pittsburgh, PA to Birmingham, 

Alabama to visit his family on Easter. If the car used up19 gallons of fuel in all for 

the trip, calculate the average miles covered per gallon.

2) Kris bought a pack of 150 glossy photo papers. If the pack costs $30, how much

does each photo paper cost?

3) A total of 108 students participated in the Spring ballet recital at Dawn High. If 

12 students were part of each ballet performance, how many ballet recitals took 

place in all? 

4) Michelle baked 264 swiss rolls which were to be delivered for a party. If she plans 

to pack 24 in a box, how many boxes in all will she require to pack all the swiss rolls?

5) A warehouse receives 380 wooden boxes for storage. If 95 slots are available to 

store the boxes, how many wooden boxes will be stacked in each slot?
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1) Simon travelled a distance of 608 miles from Pittsburgh, PA to Birmingham, 

Alabama to visit his family on Easter. If the car used up19 gallons of fuel in all for 

the trip, calculate the average miles covered per gallon.

2) Kris bought a pack of 150 glossy photo papers. If the pack costs $30, how much

does each photo paper cost?

3) A total of 108 students participated in the Spring ballet recital at Dawn High. If 

12 students were part of each ballet performance, how many ballet recitals took 

place in all? 

4) Michelle baked 264 swiss rolls which were to be delivered for a party. If she plans 

to pack 24 in a box, how many boxes in all will she require to pack all the swiss rolls?

5) A warehouse receives 380 wooden boxes for storage. If 95 slots are available to 

store the boxes, how many wooden boxes will be stacked in each slot?

32 miles per gallon

$5

9 ballet recitals

11 boxes

4 wooden boxes

� � � � � � � � � �Michelle’s Bakes
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1) A beverage manufacturing company produces apple cider that is packed into

10-ounce bottles. How many bottles will be required to pack 880 ounces of

apple cider?

2) Sharon buys a total of 540 color rubber bands to make bracelets for her friends. If it

takes 60 bands to make a bracelet, how many bracelets will Sharon be able to make

in all?

3) A community dog shelter is home to 930 abandoned dogs. If there are 15 cages in

a row, how many rows of cages are occupied by the abandoned dogs?

4) Ms. Dawson distributes a total of 440 foam stickers to the grade 1 students in her

class. If each student receives 22 stickers, what is the total strength of Ms. Dawson’s

class?

5) If Flynn spent a total of $960 on his health insurance in 2016, calculate the monthly 

premium he paid for the year.
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1) A beverage manufacturing company produces apple cider that is packed into

10-ounce bottles. How many bottles will be required to pack 880 ounces of

apple cider?

2) Sharon buys a total of 540 color rubber bands to make bracelets for her friends. If it

takes 60 bands to make a bracelet, how many bracelets will Sharon be able to make

in all?

3) A community dog shelter is home to 930 abandoned dogs. If there are 15 cages in

a row, how many rows of cages are occupied by the abandoned dogs?

4) Ms. Dawson distributes a total of 440 foam stickers to the grade 1 students in her

class. If each student receives 22 stickers, what is the total strength of Ms. Dawson’s

class?

5) If Flynn spent a total of $960 on his health insurance in 2016, calculate the monthly 

premium he paid for the year.

88 bottles

9 bracelets

62 rows

20 students

$80
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1) In 2015, Madeline was scheduled to visit the doctor for a routine check up on the 

1st of every month. If she spent a total of $300 towards doctor’s fee that year, how 

much was she charged for each visit?

2) Chloe, a tailor is given 112 yards of fabric to make a total of 28 capes for a school

Halloween event. How many yards of fabric will be required to make one cape? 

3) Erica has quarters worth $180. She plans to keep them in coin wrappers. How 

many coin wrappers will she need, if each wrapper can hold up to $10 worth of 

quarters?

4) A concrete mixer contains 800 pounds of concrete that needs to be transferred into 

drums. If each drum can hold a maximum of 50 pounds of concrete, how many 

drums will be required to empty the entire mixture?

5) The car parking lot at a theater made a total collection of $979 on Sunday night. 

If each car owner was charged $11, how many cars were stationed in the parking 

lot?
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1) In 2015, Madeline was scheduled to visit the doctor for a routine check up on the 

1st of every month. If she spent a total of $300 towards doctor’s fee that year, how 

much was she charged for each visit?

2) Chloe, a tailor is given 112 yards of fabric to make a total of 28 capes for a school

Halloween event. How many yards of fabric will be required to make one cape? 

3) Erica has quarters worth $180. She plans to keep them in coin wrappers. How 

many coin wrappers will she need, if each wrapper can hold up to $10 worth of 

quarters?

4) A concrete mixer contains 800 pounds of concrete that needs to be transferred into 

drums. If each drum can hold a maximum of 50 pounds of concrete, how many 

drums will be required to empty the entire mixture?

5) The car parking lot at a theater made a total collection of $979 on Sunday night. 

If each car owner was charged $11, how many cars were stationed in the parking 

lot?

 

$25

4 yards of fabric

18 coin wrappers

16 drums

89 cars
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